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Living area
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LUXURY
AT ITS BEST
Relaxation is what holidays are all about. Therefore we particularly focus on a comfortable and at the same time generous
and convenient room layout in the Columbus. The living area
in the Columbus makes an immediate impression thanks
to the use of luxurious and high-quality materials. You will
recognise this Westfalia quality as soon as you step into your
motor home. But it will also win you over at second sight. For
example, take a look at the cabinet fronts with white mirror
finish. These are beautiful and their colours create a bright
and homely overall impression in your motor home. The decisive factor, however, is the fact that the applied CPL material
is extremely durable and cleaning is very easy, thanks to its
sealed surface. There are no rattling doors, the hinges are
firmly seated and the flap mechanism closes tightly, additional
advantages you might perhaps not see at first sight, but they
are important in helping you to relax during your holidays.
Have fun!

The living area in the
Columbus will win you
over as soon as you see
it thanks to the overall
homely and cosy feeling.
The combination of the
different high-quality
materials ensures a particularly luxurious atmosphere.
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Perfectly integrated
The flat screen can be integrated perfectly into the seating of the Co2

lumbus models, it can be pulled out towards the bed and stowed away
between the bathroom wall and ceiling compartment when not in use.
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1

The seat bench in the Columbus.

4

Storage space in ceiling
compartments.

2

The wardrobe behind the seat
bench.
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The fly screen door.

3

The lighting design in the Columbus.

Living area
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KOCHEN

CO 600 D

Cooking
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PREPARE
ENJOYMENT!
Love, good food and well-being go together. For this reason
you will not only appreciate the new kitchen in your Columbus, you’ll love it. ‘Functionality married to innovative design’
would be a good title for this area of the motor home. The
powerful two-burner hob is linked to a generously sized
counter top where you can prepare your food in the blink of
an eye. The sink with its single-lever mixer tap is located under
part of the counter top. The numerous easily accessible compartments offer just the right storage space for your kitchen
utensils, from dishes and cutlery to pots and pans. In addition
to this you can choose from three different kitchen versions:
the Compact kitchen in the Columbus 540D with 65-litre
refrigerator at the front end, the Slideout kitchen in the 600D
and 640E models with a slide-out cool box and the Gourmet
kitchen with separate 95-litre refrigerator in the 601D and
641E models. Sophisticated and perfectly designed. These are
the new kitchens in the Westfalia Columbus.

With the Columbus you
can choose between the
compact kitchen in the
540D, slide-out kitchen
in the 600D and 640E
models and the Gourmet kitchen in the 601D
and 641E models.

1

CO 601 D / 641 E
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CO 600 D / 640 E

4

CO 600CO
D / 540
640 DE
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CO 600 D / 640 E

1 The Gourmet kitchen in the 601 D and the 641 E.

3 The convenient and attractively
designed sink.

2 The refrigerator can be mounted in an elevated
position in the 601 D and 641 E, thus creating
space for an additional wardrobe (optional).

4 The Compact kitchen in the 540 D.
5 The Slideout kitchen in the 600 D and
the 640 E.

Cooking
2
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CO 640 E

Sleeping
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MORE ROOM FOR
SWEET DREAMS
You can also choose between two different solutions in the
sleeping area of the Columbus. The rear double bed in the
540 D, 600 D and 601 D models and the single bed solution
in the 640 E and the 641 E. The 540 D / 600 D / 601 D floor
plan versions with a rear transverse double bed are the perfect
solutions for customers who want a high degree of sleeping
comfort while at the same time benefiting from the agility
of a compact vehicle. The generous bed fills the entire rear
area of the vehicle. It can be partly folded up and moved to
the rear to increase the space behind the kitchen and also to
increase the rear storage space. There also is an optional popup roof for the Columbus 540 D, 600 D and 601 D offering
comfortable sleeping space for two people. The two floor
plans in the Columbus 640 E / 641 E meet the need for more
space and thus provide more sleeping comfort. Two big single
beds, which can be transformed into one massive double bed
by means of an insert, offer more space to dream, should you
decide to opt for this floor plan version.

Take your pick from a
double bed in the popup roof (optional in the
540 D, 600 D and 601 D),
a transverse double
bed or two single beds
mounted in the direction
of travel.
1
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Well thought-out
The back of the bed can be folded up, creating enough space for at least two bicycles in the large rear storage
compartment. If you remove the front wheels on your bicycles to reduce the overall height, then you can pack
them into the large garage even with the bed folded down.
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With a flick of your wrist the seat bench becomes a double bed.
(Optional)

4

The large double bed in the Columbus 600 D and 601 D.

2

The large rear storage compartment in the Columbus.

5

The optional wardrobe in the Columbus 601 D or 641 E.

3

The three-dimensional spring system of the rear bed.

Sleeping
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WELLNESS WHILE
YOU TRAVEL
It is very easy to start your day perfectly in the comfortable new bathroom in the Columbus. The comfortable new
bathroom reflects the well thought-out room design of the
Columbus. You can easily shower here without any awkward
conversion using curtains or sliding doors. Right from the
start the dimensions of the space and room were designed in
such a way so that a large shower tub could fit perfectly into
the bathroom. With the numerous storage areas and shelves,
a towel holder, the high-quality washbasin and the one-lever
mixer tap you have almost everything with you that you would
have at home.

No awkward modifications – just take a
shower. The comfortable bathroom in the
Columbus. By the way:
the fresh and waste
water tanks each with
a capacity of some 100
litres top their class.
1

2
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Tidy and convenient
The bathroom in the Columbus is perfectly thought out. Numerous shelves and storage compartments provide enough
space to store your bathroom utensils neatly and near at hand.

3

1 The shower in the Columbus.

3 The shower head is of the same
quality as you would expect at home.

2 Shelves in the bathroom in
the Columbus.

4 The comfortable bathroom in the
Columbus.

Refreshing
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Floor plans:

Day

Night

Characteristics 540 D

+ compact 5.41 m dimensions
+ convenient compact kitchen
+ large rear double bed

Especially made for that!
The new Compact kitchen has exclusively been developed tor the Colum-

+ optional with pop-up roof

bus 540. It wins you over with perfectly shaped functionality.

4
ca. 2600mm

ca. 5413mm

COLUMBUS 540 D

CO 540 D
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Floor plans:

Day

Night

Characteristics 600 D

+ compact 5.99 m dimensions
+ convenient slide-out kitchen
+ large rear double bed

Still more storage space
The kitchen cabinet provides additional space to neatly store tableware,

+ optional with pop-up roof

spices or ingredients.

4
ca. 2600mm

ca. 5998mm

COLUMBUS 600 D

CO 600 D
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Floor plans:

Day

Night

Characteristics 601 D

+ compact 5.99 m dimensions
+ luxurious Gourmet kitchen
Still more room

+ optional wardrobe under the counter top

There is an additional counter top element integrated into the kitchen
block of the Gourmet kitchen. Just fold it up and you will have even

+ optional with pop-up roof

more room to prepare your meals.

4
ca. 2600mm

ca. 5998mm

COLUMBUS 601 D

CO 601 D
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Floor plans:

Day

Night

Characteristics 640 E

+ compact 6.36 m dimensions
+ convenient slide-out kitchen
+ two large single beds

Large and friendly
The 640 E floor plan with Slideout kitchen makes a convincing impressi-

+ flexible rear storage space

on with its generous space and convenient flexibility.

4
ca. 2600mm

ca. 6363mm

COLUMBUS 640 E

CO 640 E
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Floor plans:

Day

Night

Characteristics 641 E

+ compact 6.36 m dimensions
+ luxurious Gourmet kitchen
+ optional wardrobe under the counter top
+ two large single beds

4
ca. 2600mm

ca. 6363mm

COLUMBUS 641 E

CO 641 E
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Innovative
Folding seat bench and separate bed system integrated into the back of the seat
bench. (not available for Columbus 540 D)

4

1

The movable and foldable motor home beds offer more variation and space.

4

The hot water system with separately controlled heating circuits for both the heating system and hot water.

2

The innovative Westfalia seat bench. With a flick of your wrist the comfortable seats become….

5

The slideout cool box with coupled locking system on the lid, to ensure that it automatically locks and opens when driving off or stopping.

3

... a bed with separate sleeping area.

5

WESTFALIA
QUALITY
More than 60 years ago, Westfalia built the first motor home in Wiedenbrück. Over 60 years of experience and more than 60 years of passion – you
are the one to benefit from both when you decide to buy a Westfalia motor
home. Westfalia motor homes are carefully thought out down to the finest
detail. They win you over with their road capability and practicality.
Also and especially because our employees are just as enthusiastic about
motor homes as you are. If the existing functionalities do not satisfy our
needs, then we look for better solutions, for innovation. As for example
with the Columbus. This premium panel van includes four patented features, four detailed solutions to win you over that are only found in a Westfalia. See for yourself!

Westfalia quality in manufacturing motor
homes has now become
legendary. The long
experience and passion
of our employees make
every Westfalia what it
is: a masterpiece.

Quality
CO 600 D / 640 E
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WESTFALIA
INNOVATION
The Westfalia Columbus is a real milestone. It impresses
through its automotive quality, its fresh design and a convincing concept. The warm water heating and the fact that 4
Westfalia patents can be found in this campervan are added
proof: Westfalia means innovative premium quality.
For the new season you can expect even more innvoations in
the Columbus. For the first time in its class, Westfalia offers
an electric pop-up roof and for batteries that are always topped up there is the optional perfectly integrated solar panel
for the pop-up roof with more than 350 WP. In addition, the
new optional „Skyview“ panoramic roof gives you more light
inside and offers a very airy feeling in the dinette area of the
Columbus.

Westfalia developed the
new solar panel together
with a leading German
technology institution,
the Fraunhofer Institute.
With 350 WP, it‘s the
best in its class!

Sky View
The new large „Skyview“ panoramic roof lets you take in the surroundings more intensively. The living
area is brighter and feels even more welcoming.

Innovation
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TECHNOLOGY & COLOURS
Basic vehicle 					Fiat Ducato							
Diesel engine / gearbox 				

120 Multijet 89 kW (120 HP) - 6 gear manual transmission 		

						140 Multijet 104 kW (140 HP) - 6 gear manual transmission 		
						160 Multijet Power 117 kW (160 HP) - 6 gear manual transmission 		

Dimensions

Measurements:
Columbus 540 D

Columbus 600 D / 601 D

						180 Multijet Power 130 kW (178 HP) - 6 gear manual transmission		
						Optional 9-speed automatic transmission (not for 120 HP) 		A: Wheel base 3.450 mm
L / W/ H		
				Columbus 540 D: 5.413 mm × 2.050 mm × 2.600 mm 		B: Length
5.413 mm
		 				Columbus 600 D / 601 D: 5.998 mm × 2.050 mm × 2.600 mm		
		 				Columbus 640 E / 641 E: 6.363 mm × 2.050 mm × 2.600 mm		
Mass in running order (VO (EU) 1230/2012)*/		

C: Width
D: Height

Columbus 640 E / 641 E

						Columbus 601 D: 2.917 kg / 583 kg					

A: Wheel base
B: Length
						Columbus 641 E: 2.980 kg / 520 kg					
C: Width
Maximum permissible weight 			
3.500 kg 			
					
D: Height
						Columbus 640 E: 3.005 kg / 495 kg					

Beds / seats

4.035 mm
5.998 mm
2.050 mm
2.600 mm

Columbus 540 D: 2.823 kg / 677 kg					

payload**					Columbus 600 D: 2.935 kg / 565 kg					

Trailer load (braked / trailer without brake) 		

2.050 mm
2.600 mm

A: Wheel base
B: Length
C: Width
D: Height

2.500 kg (3.000 kg for Maxi Chassis 3,5 t) / 750 kg			

4.035 mm
6.363 mm
2.050 mm
2.600 mm

				2 – 4 / 4								

Interior fittings					slide-out 40 l cooler box or refrigerator with 65 l or 95 l			
						4,8 kW hot water heating system with 4 convectors			
		
D

						Optional floor heating in living area and wet cell		

						Isofix fixtures for child car seats					
						Mirror cabinet in wet cell
Fresh and waste water tanks 			

					

100 l / 100 l							

* Mass in running order includes driver (75 kg), full fuel tank (90 %), fresh water (100 %), gas store,
with bottle, as well as tools, adapter cables and extension cables.
** Payload: Difference between technically permissible total weight and mass in running order.

A
B

C

Interior fittings

fabric „Columbus“

fabric „Titanblack uni“

optional leather

optional synthetic leather

Body colours*
One colour paint

White

Red

Blue line

Imperial blue

Grigio Campovolo**

Iron Grey

Aluminium Grey

Deep Red

Lake Blue

Metallic paint**

Black

* Please check colour availability at time of order.
** Special paint and metallic paint are optional extras.
At time of printing. For technical printing reasons, the colours shown may vary from the original.

Golden White

Technology & Colours
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Columbus 601 D
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284028_01/08_20_GB
All prices inclusive of the statutory VAT as on August 2020. Subject to modifications. Prices excluding handover inspection and transportation costs.
The General Terms and Conditions of Westfalia Mobil GmbH shall apply. No liability is accepted for printing errors and mistakes. Subject to technical changes. Vehicles are partly shown with optional
extras, which do not correspond to the standard equipment (refer to article 2, clause 2 VO (EU) 1230/2012).
A purchase contract can only be concluded with your binding order and the order confirmation of your dealer. The water supply system at least corresponds to standards practices 07/2011 (Directive
2002/72/ EC).
Subject to changes in price, technical details, facilities and equipment, as well as design concept. The information about the scope of delivery, appearance and performance corresponds to the knowledge
available at the time of printing. Deviations of +/- 5% are possible for dimensional and weight data, even in running order, and the technically permissible total mass.
As per art. 2, clause 4 a) VO (EU) 1230/2012, the mass in running order is, unless otherwise specified in the catalogue, in the price lists or in the technical specifications, or unless otherwise agreed upon
with your seller, defined as: The vehicle mass with the standard equipment as per manufacturer’s specifications incl. driver (75 kg), fuel tank filled up to 90 %, systems containing fluids filled up to 100 %
(annexe V, clause 2.6, footnote (h) VO (EU) 1230/2012) as well as, if available, the trailer equipment, the mass of the spare wheel and of the tool.
Special equipment (additional equipment) and accessories increase the mass in running order and reduces the cargo load. Cargo load as per the catalogue specifications is defined as: Difference between
the technically permissible total mass and the mass in running order. Refer to our prospectus or ask your dealer/seller for the weight of the special (additional) equipment and of the accessories.
The maximum permissible number of persons given is dependent on the weight and axle load. It can be reduced as a result of the installation of special equipment (additional equipment) and accessories,
so that individual seats cannot be used in favour of load-carrying capacity. If all seats are supposed to be used, payload must be properly adjusted. The technically permissible total mass as well as the
axle loads must not be exceeded.
The load-carrying capacity may be reduced as a result of the installation of special equipment (additional equipment) and accessories. The minimum cargo load must be adhered to at all times (refer to
annexe I, clause 2.6.4.1.2 VO (EU) 1230/2012). The minimum cargo load is calculated as follows: Minimum cargo load in kg = (vehicle length in meters + maximum number of co-passengers + driver) x 10.
Moreover, the load-carrying capacity is not only dependent on the mass in running order, the actual vehicle mass (article 2, clause 6 VO (EU) 1230/2012), the weight of the accessories and the technically
permissible total mass, but also on the respective axle loads. In order to utilise the maximum load-carrying capacity of the vehicle requires axle-dependent load distribution. This must be verified before
commencing every journey. Even all other regulations necessary for the safe operation of the vehicle must be adhered to when using the vehicle.
Mass and weight data is specified in accordance with VO (EU) 1230/2012 unless deviating regulations are made in the catalogues, price lists or the technical data.

westfalia-mobil.com

Westfalia Mobil GmbH
Gleichenstraße 20
D-99867 Gotha
Fon +49 (0) 3621 / 51251-00
Fax +49 (0) 3621 / 51251-99
info@westfalia-mobil.com

